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Abstract 

This article deals with the issues of integration in the process of visual activity. In this regard, color test 

models are offered in a table consisting of cross (cube sweep) figures, as well as ornaments. Such tests can become 

significant for the development of interdisciplinary connections with such subjects as drawing, geometry, fine arts, 

color science, psychology (logical thinking), etc. This, in turn, will provide a modern and integrative approach to 

the educational process in fine arts. 

 

Keywords: fine arts, design, thinking, testing, integrative approach 

 

Introduction 

Fine arts studied in secondary and special higher 

educational institutions provide the assimilation of 

skills and knowledge in artistic activity, and also devel-

ops artistic and aesthetic thinking and aesthetic 

worldview of subjects. Along with this, this item forms 

the right aesthetic attitude to the environment. 

Methodology 

It should be noted that for the formation of all 

these qualities in the subject of fine arts, it is necessary 

to carefully and comprehensively study the physical 

properties and psychological effects of colors[3], as 

well as the shapes and structures of various figures (es-

pecially geometric figures and bodies) and ob-

jects[1;2;4;5]. In connection with this issue, various 

methods and approaches are used in the process of 

teaching relevant subjects. At the present stage, test 

methods are also widely used in this direction. 

Main part 

When compiling logical tests, unlike colors, 

graphic images based on various shapes, symbols and 

other elements are used more. However, it should be 

borne in mind that in logical tests, due to multidimen-

sional properties, the use of colors would be more ef-

fective in a comprehensive study and study of the sub-

ject. As you know, different colors and their shades af-

fect the psycho-emotional state of a person, and they 

are perceived at different levels. 

Color tests, consisting of geometric shapes, are es-

pecially important for students and students involved in 

fine arts. They can also be used to determine logical, 

artistic thinking, as well as the development of aesthetic 

taste, visual (visual) perception and the correct ap-

proach to a compositional solution. The creation and 

application of such tests can be based on the multidi-

mensional features of colors and in this context express 

the essence and content of the task in an integrative 

form (both in figures and in colors). 

Findings 

It should be noted that the use of such test methods 

(in secondary and special higher educational institu-

tions) can provide and strengthen interdisciplinary links 

between such subjects as drawing, geometry, fine arts, 

color science, psychology (logical thinking), etc. This, 

in turn, , will provide a modern integrative approach to 

the educational process. 

Examples of test tasks. 

Task No. 1 (fig.1, a, c). The maximum number of 

cross figures (cube sweep) can be cut in the table. 

A. - 4; B. - 5; C. - 9; D. - 10. 

Task No. 2 (fig. 2, a, c). How many cross figures 

(unfolding of the cube) will fit in the table symmetri-

cally in color and arrangement of the figures. 

A. - 6; B. - 8; C. - 10; D. - 12. 

Task No. 3 ( fig. 3). How many variants of the cube 

expansion exist in the table? 

A. - e, f, c, o; B. - a, b, h, q; C. - e, f, n, q; D.- c, m, 

o, p. 

Task No. 4 (fig. 4). For symmetry, which figures 

should be rotated in the table? 

A. - 4 - 11; B. - 10-11; C. - 12-13; D. - 11-16. 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7704113
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a  c 

Fig.1 (a, c) 

  
a  c 

Fig.2 (a, c) 

  
 

Fig.3  Fig.4 

 

Right answers: 

Task No. 1. - C; 

Task No. 2. - D; 

Task No. 3. - C; 

Task No. 4. - A; 
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Abstract 

The article summarizes the results of the study of rare species of vascular plants in the bog communities of 

the Biosphere Reserve «Roztochya» and its surrounding area. The herbarium collections and literary sources of 

distribution of the rare component of the Ukrainian Roztochya bogs have been analyzed. In total, the floristic 

composition of 13 localities with the participation of marsh cranberry was studied. It was found that fourteen 

protected plant species are distributed in this area, of which four species are listed in the Red Book of Ukraine 

(two species were considered extinct: Swamp willow (Salix myrtilloides) and Rannoch-rush (Scheuchzeria palus-

tris)). The remaining ten are under regional protection in the Lviv region. The vulnerability of the marsh vegetation 

of the region to various forms of anthropogenic impact in the context of climate change has been proved. Further-

more, the exceptional sozological value of the oligotrophic bog in the vicinity of Novoyavorivsk is noted. Given 

the importance of preserving wetlands, taking active measures to renaturalize wetland ecosystems, in general, is 

recommended. 

Анотація 

У статті узагальнено результати вивчення рідкісних видів судинних рослин болотних угруповань Бі-

осферного резервату «Розточчя» та його околиць. Проаналізовано гербарні збори та літературні джерела 

поширення раритетної компоненти боліт Українського Розточчя. Всього досліджено флористичний склад 

13 локалітетів з участю журавлини болотної. З’ясовано, що на цій території поширено чотирнадцять охо-

ронюваних видів рослин, з яких чотири види занесено до «Червоної книги України» (два види вважались 

зниклими: верба чорнична та шейхцерія болотна), а решта десять знаходяться під регіональною охороною 

на території Львівської області. Доведено вразливість болотної рослинності регіону в умовах зміну клімату 

до різноманітних форм антропогенного впливу. Відзначено особливу созологічну цінність оліготрофного 

болота в околицях міста Новояворівськ. Враховуючи важливість збереження водно-болотних ділянок, ре-

комендовано проводити активні заходи щодо ренатуралізації водно-болотних екосистем в цілому. 

 

Кeywords: rare species; locality; biosphere reserve; Ukrainian Roztochya 

Ключові слова: рідкісні види; локалітет; біосферний резерват; Українське Розточчя 

 

Вступ. Актуальним завданням сьогодення є 

вивчення рідкісних видів та їх охорона в умовах по-

силеного антропогенного навантаження на приро-

дні фітосистеми, яке спостерігається в останні 

роки. Виділення раритетної складової флори та її 

аналіз є суттєвою передумовою охорони рослин-

ного покриву шляхом розроблення та оптимізації 

природно-заповідної мережі. Це дає можливість ви-

явити рідкісні види рослин на окремих ділянках, 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7704134
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7704134
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оцінити стан їх популяцій і запропонувати необ-

хідні заходи для їхнього збереження та віднов-

лення. 

Особливої уваги заслуговують такі дослі-

дження на значно антропогенізованих територіях, 

до яких можна віднести болотні комплекси Україн-

ського Розточчя. 

Українське Розточчя – цікавий в флористич-

ному відношенні фізико-географічний регіон, по-

ложення якого на стику трьох областей (Карпат, 

Полісся та Поділля) зумовило надзвичайну різно-

манітність видового складу фітобіоти. Регіоном про-

ходить Головний європейський вододіл, що розділяє 

басейни річок Чорного та Балтійського морів. 

Територія Українською Розточчя, де в 2011 р. 

рішенням ЮНЕСКО створений Біосферний резер-

ват (БР) «Розточчя», зазнавала значних змін через 

антропогенну діяльність (видобуток сірки, меліора-

тивні заходи, вирубка лісів та інш.). Все це приз-

вело до істотної трансформації рослинності й 

флори регіону. В працях М. Сороки [4, 5, 6] детально 

проаналізовано флору та рослинність Українського 

Розточчя, зазначено для цієї території 1342 видів су-

динних рослин, з яких 228 рідкісних. Проте, деякі види 

рослин наведені або за літературними даними, або за 

гербарними зборами ХІХ – початку ХХ століття. Це зу-

мовило необхідність проведення наших детальних до-

сліджень болотних екосистем БР «Розточчя», який у 

2019 р. став частиною однойменного Міжнародного 

українсько-польського біосферного резервату. 

Матеріали та методи дослідження. Робота 

виконувалася впродовж 2019-2022 рр. з викорис-

танням польових (детально-маршрутний метод) і 

камеральних досліджень видів флори (аналіз літе-

ратурних матеріалів й гербарних колекцій Львівсь-

кого національного університету імені Івана Фра-

нка та Державного природознавчого музею НАН 

України (м. Львів). 

Назви таксонів наводяться переважно за 

«Определителем высших растений Украины» [2]. 

Види рослин, що потребують охорони виділялися 

за «Червоною книгою України» (2009) [7], а також 

– відповідно до Переліку видів рослин, що потребу-

ють охорони в межах Львівської області, але не 

включені до Червоної книги України (види регіона-

льної охорони), затвердженого рішенням XXXII се-

сії VI скликання Львівської обласної ради №1370 

від 16.06.2015 р.) [3]. 

Результати та їх обговорення. Територія 

Українською Розточчя та суміжних територій за-

знавала значних змін загального гідрорежиму через 

осушувальну меліорацію та зарегулювання водного 

стоку від XIX століття до 70-х років ХХ століття 

[1]. Все це призвело до істотної трансформації гі-

гро- та гідрофільної рослинності й флори регіону. 

На території Українського Розточчя існували ком-

плекси шейхцерієвих, сфагнових, журавлинних бо-

літ, які практично зникли з мапи регіону [6]. Доста-

тньо великі ще в середині XIX століття болотні ма-

сиви регіону, нині представлені лише невеликими 

фрагментами значно трансформованих екосистем, 

на частині яких були закладені пробні площі 

(табл. 1). 

Біосферний резерват «Розточчя» охоплює за-

хідну й центральну частини Українського Розточчя 

та прилеглі території Малополіської (на півночі) і 

Надсянської (на півдні) рівнин. Українська частина 

БР «Розточчя» розміщена здебільшого у межах пів-

денно-східного фрагмента однойменної грядоподі-

бної височини, що підноситься над прилеглими рі-

внинами Волино-Поділля та Передкарпаття. Лише 

невеликі за площею ділянки БР, приналежні до бу-

ферної та транзитної зон, розміщені у прикрайових 

частинах суміжних з Розточчям регіонів. Винятком 

є заповідне урочище «Немирів», розташоване у 

прирозтоцькій частині Сандомирської улоговини 

(Надсянської рівнини). Загалом українська частина 

резервату охоплює фрагменти чотирьох геоморфо-

логічних районів, що входять до складу чотирьох 

геоморфологічних підобластей – складових Перед-

карпаття та Волино-Поділля і, відповідно, Карпат-

ської та Східноєвропейської геоморфологічних 

країн [1]. 

Таблиця 1.  

Болотні угруповання Біосферного резервату «Розточчя» та суміжних територій 

ПП 
Адміністративне поло-

ження 
Землекористувач Геоморфологічні регіони 

1. Околиці м. Новояворівськ 
ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Новояворівське лісництво)  

Прибескидське Передкарпаття: 

Сянсько-Дністерська вододільна рі-

внина 

2. 

Околиці смт Немирів (за-

повідне урочище «Неми-

рів») 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Немирівське лісництво) 

Сандомирська улоговина: Терного-

родсько-Яворівська рівнина 

3. 
Околиці с. Стадники (Яво-

рівський р-н) 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Новояворівське лісництво) 

Прибескидське Передкарпаття: 

Сянсько-Дністерська вододільна рі-

внина 

4. 
Поблизу с. Верещиця 

(Яворівський р-н) 

Яворівський національний 

природний парк 

Південне Розточчя: Янівське Роз-

точчя 

5. 
Смт Івано-Франкове (око-

лиці ПЗ «Розточчя») 
Землі рибкомбінату 

Південне Розточчя: Янівське Роз-

точчя 

6. 
Околиці с.Стені 

 (Яворівський р-н) 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Новояворівське лісництво) 

Прибескидське Передкарпаття: 

Сянсько-Дністерська вододільна рі-

внина 
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7. 
Околиці с. Грушів (Яворів-

ський р-н) 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Немирівське лісництво) 

Сандомирська улоговина: Терного-

родсько-Яворівська рівнина 

8. 
Околиці с. Вороців 

(Яворівський р-н) 

Землі запасу Ворицівської 

сільської ради 
Опілля: Львівське Опілля 

9. 
Околиці с. Верещиця (Яво-

рівський полігон) 

Старицький військовий ліс-

госп 

Південне Розточчя: Янівське Роз-

точчя 

10. 
Околиці с. Шаварі (Яворів-

ський р-н) 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Немирівське лісництво) 

Південне Розточчя (Равське Роз-

точчя) 

11. 
Околиці с. Рогізно (Яворів-

ський р-н) 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Рогізнянське лісництво) 

Прибескидське Передкарпаття: 

Сянсько-Дністерська вододільна рі-

внина  

12. 
Околиці смт Івано-Фран-

кове 
ПЗ «Розточчя» 

Південне Розточчя: Янівське Роз-

точчя 

13. 
Околиці с.Стені  

(Яворівський р-н) 

ДП «Рава-Руський лісгосп» 

(Новояворівське лісництво) 

Прибескидське Передкарпаття: 

Сянсько-Дністерська вододільна рі-

внина 

 

 
Рис. 1. Карто-схема локалітетів рідкісних видів рослин болотних екосистем  

Біосферного резервату «Розточчя» та суміжних територій. 

 

Тому частина досліджених болотних комплек-

сів знаходиться на Подільській височині (ПП № 4, 

5, 8, 9, 10, 12), частина – в Передкарпатті (ПП № 1, 

2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 13) (рис. 1). 

Під час вивчення структурно-функціональної 

організації 13 ценопопуляцій Oxycoccus palustris в 

болотних угрупованнях Розточчя та суміжних тери-

торій виявлено низку рідкісних видів рослин, а саме 

14 охоронюваних видів, з яких чотири види зане-

сено до «Червоної книги України», а решта десять 

знаходяться під регіональною охороною на терито-

рії Львівської області. Найбільшу кількість рідкіс-

них видів (шість) локалізовано в болотному угрупо-

ванні поблизу м. Новояворівськ (ПП №1). Спільним 

видом для всіх 13 пробних площ є журавлина боло-

тна, багно звичайне трапляється в трьох локаліте-

тах (ПП №2, №7, №10), а пальчатокорінник травне-

вий (ПП №8 і №10), наумбургія вузьколиста (ПП 

№2, №6) і росичка круглолиста (ПП №1 і №5) – у 

двох. Решта виявлених раритетних рослин предста-

влені одиничними локалітетами (табл. 2).  
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Таблиця 2.  

Рідкісні види рослин болотних угруповань Біосферного резервату «Розточчя» та суміжних територій 

 Вид 
Природ. 

статус 

Пробні площі (ПП) 

№1 №2 №3 №4 №5 №6 №7 №8 №9 №10 №11 №12 №13 

1.  Andromeda polifolia РР 1             

2.  Betula humilis  ЧКУ            1  

3.  Carex chordorrhiza ЧКУ 1             

4.  Dactylorhiza majalis ЧКУ        1  +    

5.  Drosera rotundifolia РР 1    1         

6.  Ledum palustre РР  1     2m   2b(3)    

7.  Naumburgia thyrsiflora РР  m    m        

8.  Oxycoccus palustris РР 3(2b-4) 3(1-4) 2а 2b(2a-3) 2m 2a-3 3(2a-5) 3(2b-4) 3(2a-4) 2b(1-3) 1-5 1 2m 

9.  Pyrola rotundifolia РР    1          

10.  Rhynchospora alba РР 2a             

11.  Salix myrtilloides ЧКУ             2b 

12.  Scheuchzeria palustris ЧКУ 1             

13.  Thelypteris palustris РР          2m-2b    

14.  Trientalis europaea  РР    1          

Примітки: ЧКУ – Червона книга України; РР – регіонально рідкісний вид; бали проекційного вкриття:  

un – одна особина ; + – 2-5 особин, вкр. < 5%; 1 – 6-50 особин, вкр. < 5%; 2m – > 50 особин, вкр. < 5%;  

2a – вкр. 5-15% незалежно від кількості особин; 2b – вкр. 16-25%; 3 – вкр. 26-50%; 4 – вкр. 51-75%; 5 – вкр. 

76-100%. 

 

Особливої уваги заслуговують види рослин, 

які вважались зниклими з території регіону: Carex 

chordorrhiza Ehrh., Scheuchzeria palustris L., 

Andromeda polifolia L., Salix myrtilloides L. 

Осока тонкокореневищна (Carex chordorrhiza) 

родини Осокові (Смикавцеві) Cyperaceae, занесена 

до ЧКУ з природоохоронним статусом: вразливий. 

Рідкісний, гляціальний релікт, характеризується 

циркумполярним ареалом поширення (Євразія, 

Північна Америка) з диз’юнктивним поширенням у 

гірських регіонах. В Україні – на південній межі, 

зростає в Поліссі, зрідка у північній частині Лісо-

степу. Популяції представлені окремими локаль-

ними куртинами, зрідка виступає співдомінантом 

ринхоспорово-сфагнових, пухівковосфагнових та 

шейхцерієво-сфагнових ценозів. Для Розточчя на-

водився як вид відомий з літератури або гербарних 

колекцій [5]. На ПП №1 в центральній частині бо-

лота виявлено до 10 особин виду. 

Шейхцерія болотна (Scheuchzeria palustris) за-

несена до ЧКУ з природоохоронним статусом: вра-

зливий, голарктичний, знаходиться на південній 

межі ареалу. Ареал поширення циркумбореальний, 

тобто охоплює широкою смугою усі холодні обла-

сті Північної півкулі.  

Українські популяції шейхцерії болотної зосе-

реджені переважно на заході Полісся (Волинська і 

Житомирська області), окремі осередки трапля-

ються на лівобережному Поліссі, в Карпатах і Лісо-

степу. Нерідко вони займають великі площі, але в 

рослинних угрупованнях шейхцерія болотна неча-

сто домінує [7]. 

Для Розточчя Scheuchzeria palustris наводи-

лась, завдяки гербарним зборам, що зберігаються в 

гербаріях Львівського національного університету 

імені Івана Франка (LW) та Державного Природо-

знавчого музею НАН України (LWS): Wycieczka, 

30.05.1910 (Torfowisko wyżynne w Steniach koło 

Szkła, razem z Drozera longifolia, D. rotundifolia, 

Eriophorum gracile, Salix myrtilloides, Betula humilis, 

Andromeda polifolia), Błocki, 1912 (Janów in prato 

turfoso, ad lacum), Mądalski, 1935 (Kohuty kolo 

Javorova (на торфовищі вишинному на північний 

захід від будинків), Іваницький,1948 (торфовища 

під Шклом). На ПП №1 виявлено 4 особини на 

площі 8 м2, висотою до 20 см з 4-5 плодами на пе-

риферії болота. 

Андроме́да рясноли́ста (Andromeda polifolia) 

внесена до Переліку видів рослин, що потребують 

охорони в межах Львівської області [3] — чагарни-

чок, єдиний вид роду андромеда родини вересових, 

поширений в українських лісах. Росте андромеда в 

заболочених мішаних лісах, на торф'яних болотах. 

Вид знайдений на ПП №1, в периферійній частині 

болота формує два локуса, на відстані 30 м один від 

одного. Загальна площа поширення – близько 20 м2. 

Верба́ чорни́чна (Salix myrtilloides) – багаторі-

чна рослина родини вербових (Salicaceae). Релікто-

вий субарктично-бореальний вид на південній межі 

ареалу, занесений до ЧКУ. В Україні трапляється на 

Полісся, Розточчі (дуже рідко, очевидно, зараз 

зник), Прикарпатті, зрідка на півночі Лісостепу [7]. 

В гербарних зборах Іваницького (1948 р.) вказу-

ються місцезростання під Шклом, Слободяна (1950 

р.) – Стені. На ПП №13 верба чорнична поширена 

на площі 300 м2. Висота окремих особин зміню-

ється в межах 8-45 см. 

Висновки. Болота Біосферного резервату 

«Розточчя» відіграють важливу роль у збереженні 

фіторізноманіття, оскільки болотні та лучно-боло-

тні типи рослинності регіону зберегли багато релі-

ктових елементів бореального та аркто-альпійсь-

кого типу, що ростуть на межах ареалів. Особлива 

созологічна цінність властива болотному компле-

ксу в околиці м. Новояворівська, де на цей час ві-

домі єдині місця росту Carex chordorrhiza, 

Scheuchzeria palustris та Andromeda polifolia. 

Необхідно й надалі вести поглиблені дослі-

дження болотних комплексів БР «Розточчя», особ-

ливо його раритетної складової. Стан популяцій 

https://redbook-ua.org/plants/status/vrazlyvyi
https://redbook-ua.org/plants/status/vrazlyvyi
https://redbook-ua.org/plants/status/vrazlyvyi
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B0%D0%BB
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9F%D0%BE%D0%BB%D1%96%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8F
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%92%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%B0_%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B0%D1%81%D1%82%D1%8C
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%96%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B8%D1%80%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%B0_%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B0%D1%81%D1%82%D1%8C
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A3%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%97%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D1%96_%D0%9A%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B8
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A3%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%97%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D0%BB%D1%96%D1%81%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BF
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A3%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%97%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D0%BB%D1%96%D1%81%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BF
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A4%D1%96%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%86%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B7
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A7%D0%B0%D0%B3%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%BE%D0%BA
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A7%D0%B0%D0%B3%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%BE%D0%BA
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%90%D0%BD%D0%B4%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%B0_(%D1%80%D1%96%D0%B4)
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%92%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B2%D1%96
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9C%D1%96%D1%88%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%96_%D0%BB%D1%96%D1%81%D0%B8
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%91%D0%B0%D0%B3%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%96%D1%87%D0%BD%D1%96_%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B8
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%91%D0%B0%D0%B3%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%96%D1%87%D0%BD%D1%96_%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B8
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%92%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B1%D0%BE%D0%B2%D1%96
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флори й гідрологічний режим цих боліт вказує на 

необхідність його покращення. Для запобігання за-

міщення болотних ценозів лісовими формаціями чи 

лучними угрупованнями важливо впроваджувати 

заходи з ренатуралізації боліт, спрямованих на від-

новлення природного гідрологічного режиму шля-

хом повторного заболочування. Враховуючи важ-

ливість збереження водно-болотних ділянок, нині 

необхідно зберегти усі вцілілі болота від забудови 

та розорювання і проводити активні заходи щодо 

відновлення водно-болотних екосистем в цілому. 
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Abstract 

The years 1900-1903 were remembered as the years of the world crisis. The ruin of small and medium-sized 

enterprises led to massive job closures and, consequently, mass strikes .All over the world there was an increase 

in prices for manufactured products and in general economic life deteriorated. 

Many manufacturing plants were closed. The price of industrial products fell below the cost of the product. 

The number of unemployed in large cities has increased. France was affected by the global economic crisis. As a 

result of the economic policy of the French government, the crisis caused less damage to the country's economy. 

In general, the impact of the crisis was less felt in France. 
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The economic crisis of 1900-1903 was accompa-

nied by the financial bankruptcy of a number of enter-

prises and a sharp drop in the level of production . The 

economic crisis had a negative impact on the economy 

of most developed countries . Heper development of 

the industry as well as the emergence of many large 

companies and syndicates can be cited as the cause of 

the crisis .On the eve of the world economic crisis, the 

internal situation in France was unstable . Replacing 

each other, governments could not cope with the de-

sires of the population . On that Eve, the people were in 

search of new Hungarians[15.66] . Freycine appointed 

genral Boulangei as Minister of war .He was a former 

right-wing Republican for personal gain . At first, his 

colleagues saw Boulanger as harmless . But he was 

prone to lavish presentations .The June 1886 law pro-

hibited people from living in the territory of the Repub-

lic who had previously been in power in France . Also, 

they were not allowed to occupy official state positions 

in the absence of participation in the elections .This law 

did not apply to aristocrats who until that time served 

in the army. Boulanger, in contrast to the legislator, ex-

cluded from the command Di isional general Duke 

Omalsky and Colonel of the 7th CA Alry Rifle Regi-

ment Duke Chartres from his list . This event created 

the great ajyataj all attention was focused on Boulanger. 

In addition, he would carry out radical reforms in the 

army to improve the food and housing conditions of 

those soldiers . He sided with the privates during con-

troversial events with the military administration . the 

Buddha led to the rapid growth of his fame the public 

warmly applauded Boulanger, who passed the military 

parade on the day of July 14[17.42] .The occupation 

policy of England and Italy in Egypt and Tunisia 

strained relations with France . There were tensions at 

the border with the Bismarck government . In the bor-

der areas with Germany, an sra officer was accused of 

spying for Germany and was involved in the investiga-

tions . Obsessed with the struggle against the clergy and 

monarchists, the Republicans did not immediately no-

tice how a new political force, the nationalist move-

ment, was growing and gaining strength. Its rise is 

partly associated with the general rise of political radi-

calism, caused by the disillusionment of the bulk of the 

population with the results of the policy of “moderate 

Republicans”. The rapid development of nationalism 

was due to the fact that French society could not come 

to terms with the occupation of Alsace and Lorraine by 

Germany . Military excitement over the small incident 

on the Franco-German border in 1886-1887 fueled 

vengeful and militaristic sentiments, in which the na-

tionalist movement intensified in France. Nationalists 

who criticized many of the decisions of the Third Re-

public governments gradually began to deny the consti-

tutional foundations of the Third Republic. They urged 

not to openly recognize the laws of the Republic, seeing 

parliamentarism as the main reason for the weakening 

of state power and national unity . Nationalists were de-

manding a revision of the Constitution to strengthen ex-

ecutive power through the presidential republic of 

1848[14,250]. General of revenge". This is how the na-

tionalists called general Boulanger . 

The firm determination that he demonstrated in 

1887 in the face of German threats made him the idol 

of the crowd – the “general of revenge.” Various polit-

ical groups tried to use Genral for their own political 

interests . However, the main supporters of Genral were 

considered members of the “ Patriotic League“. by the 

mid-eighties, this organization had more than 180 thou-

sand members . In March 1888, Boulanger was dis-

charged from the army. In the early elections, he ran for 

the Chamber of Deputies and won . Boulanger ad-

dressed an appeal to Parliament to make amendments 

and additions to the Constitution . However, the parlia-

mentarians did not accept his proposal . At that time, 

elections were held on the basis of party lists, and the 

law allowed the same person to be nominated more than 

once in different circles . Boulanger took advantage of 
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this by participating in re-elections in various neighbor-

hoods in the second half of 1888 under the slogans of 

dissolving Parliament, changing the Constitution and 

convening the Constituent Assembly, winning the en-

tire electoral neighborhood . Boulanger won the elec-

tions before his time, but did not dare to seize the state 

by force[19.54] . The Republican deputies enacted the 

law on the party list . After that, one candidate could 

not nominate himself from a different precinct several 

times . Concerned about political persecution, Boulan-

ger moved to burusel . after a while, he intahar there . 

Following Boulanger's death, the Nationalist Move-

ment lost its former papularity .Beginning in 1876, 

workers ' congresses began to be convened . At the 

Workers 'Congress in 1880, the Socialists of q achieved 

the creation of the Workers' Party. However, the Work-

ers ' Party soon disintegrated. A significant number of 

journalists, writers and politicians appeared who de-

clared themselves” independent Socialists". They un-

derstood socialism broadly-as a policy of reforms 

aimed at establishing more just Relations in society. 

"Along with the Socialists, trade unions began to form 

in the organization .Representatives of the social move-

ment were not represented in Parliament[14.289] . 

However, after the incident that went down in history 

as the “panama scandal“, the situation changed . In the 

same incident, the name of a very high-ranking official 

was mentioned in a bribery scandal .In 1891, an inves-

tigation into the panama company became public . the 

Buddha had a great repercussion in the country up to 

half of the deputies in parliament resigned . In the elec-

tions in 1893, the Socialists won many Deputy seats in 

Parliament for the first time in their history . The liberal 

–moderate alliance in parliament made it possible to 

form a strong government for the first time in the his-

tory of the Third Republic . This situation continued 

until the end of the 90s .Their main Ray I " calm, toler-

ance, practical reform!"it was.The Socialists took a 

break from their struggle against the Catholic Church 

.The moderate liberal Alliance carried out a series . In 

1892 , a law was passed to compensate workers for the 

loss of health during work, in 1898 a law was passed 

limiting the working day to 10 hours for adolescents 

and 11 hours for women. In the moderate Republic, in 

turn, they carried out reforms of the sra, which ensured 

the interest of business dares . such development led to 

the creation of a progressive faction of progressive sup-

porters from among the moderate Republicans .In the 

early 90s. The progressives faced an unprecedented 

wave of political terror. In March 1892, in Paris, a 

bomb set by the anarchist Ravachol was detonated in 

one of the restaurants . this was followed by explosions 

in many residential buildings . Despite the fact that he 

was arrested and executed, terrorist activities continued 

. such anarchist events caused panic among the popula-

tion of the capital . In December 1893, a left-wing rad-

ical named Auguste Vaillant dropped a bomb in the 

meeting room of the Chamber of Deputies. Such terror-

ist attacks were skillfully used by the left-wing press in 

an anti-government campaign .From 1893 to 1894, par-

liament passed an sra resolution on the press in an at-

tempt to end terrorism and anarchy . These decisions 

were followed by the adoption of a law providing for 

the criminal prosecution of representatives of the press, 

who called on people to terror and anarchy[14.287] . 

On the basis of the law on criminal prosecution of 

crimes occurring in the field of press on the court of 

jurors came into force . left-wing jurists disagreed with 

the new laws adopted and saw these laws as a violation 

of the people's rights and freedoms . In the 70s of the 

XIX century, France had already completed the Indus-

trial Revolution . In France, the fields of chemical met-

allurgy, various mechanical engineering and pabig pro-

cessing were more developed . Various household 

items , looms , textile products , weapons and other 

products produced from this period were produced with 

the application of new technological means . Despite 

these enumerations, the industrialization process of 

France was not fully completed . Large industrial cen-

ters were concentrated mainly in large cities . Agricul-

ture was still considered the leading sector of the econ-

omy due to the number of people employed and the 

country's income from the products produced . Towards 

the end of the nineteenth century, agriculture in France 

was going through a severe crisis . The main reason for 

this crisis was the inability to compete with cheap agri-

cultural products from the United States and Canada . 

Cheap grain exported from the USA and Kanda bank-

rupt farmers , large landowners , land tenants in France 

. The country has lost its prospects for grain growing in 

the field of Agriculture . But earlier the most profitable 

area of Agriculture was grain growing . At that time, 

another branch of Agriculture was experiencing a crisis 

in winemaking . 

in the country there was an epidemic of phyllox-

era, which destroyed grape trees . hundreds of thou-

sands of hectares of vineyards perished . The shortage 

of raw materials for the production of wine was aggra-

vated [15.85]. Such negative processes in the field of 

Agriculture have reduced the profitability of Agricul-

ture in France as a whole . As a result of this, the de-

mand for industrial goods decreased due to the ex-

tremely low purchasing power among the population . 

As a result, the price of industrial goods fell . Annual 

economic development had weakened. There was no 

increase in the population in the country, as the ratio of 

newborns and deaths between people was equalized . 

On the eve of the crisis, investment in industry and real 

estate decreased . As a result of this, commodities in-

vested capital mainly in bonds issued by the state . One 

of the main reasons for this is that in France, govern-

ments recognized the debt of each zamn state, which 

reduced the risk of losing the capital invested in the 

bonds of the state to a minimum . the second main rea-

son is that bondholders are not afraid of the risk of in-

flation . Because the Golden parity of Frank, which Na-

palion I had introduced since 1803, remained un-

changed . Such stability of Frank continued for more 

than a hundred years until 1914 [14.293]. Such a finan-

cial policy of the French government, justifying the 

eyes of depositors, caused sharp budget deficits in gov-

ernment spending . The French government tried to 

compensate for such deficits at the expense of external 

debt . French investors did not buy French bonds alone 

. They put a large amount of kamital into their bonds in 

a bunch of neighboring countries cooperating with the 
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French government . On the eve of the crisis, the French 

government made some changes to the foreign trade 

strategy . In previous periods, the foreign policy of 

France was based on the principle of international ex-

change . However, the rapid decline in the prices of in-

dustrial products in the countries of the world prompted 

the government to implement the policy of protection-

ism . Already since 1892, customs duties began to be 

increased . This trend continued until 1910 . Protection-

ism policy led to the fact that the country's economy 

came out with less damage from the destructive effects 

of the crisis .Economic growth was observed in the 

country . The policy of protectionism had a negative 

impact on economic development . The quality of the 

products produced in the country decreased due to the 

importation of foreign products, because the risk of not 

being able to compete with the products produced 

abroad has disappeared . Therefore, the introduction of 

new technologies into the industry has weakened . Be-

cause of this, the industrial products of France could not 

compete in the foreign market with the industrial prod-

ucts of other neighboring countries . In addition, sanahe 

businesses across the country quickly became cartel-

ized . The cartels signed agreements on maintaining 

high price increases . Buddha reduced the accessibility 

of industrial products . In the mid-90s, noticeable de-

velopment began to be observed in the industry . Even 

in later periods, between 1905 and 1914, economic 

growth was 5% per annum .The achievement of this re-

sult was caused by the government's policy on capital 

investment . however, it should be noted in private in-

vestittsyan invested in the country's economy . France 

achieved such an economic rating only on the eve of 

the Second Empire . Apparently, various economic pro-

grams financed by the state ensured the economy's exit 

from the crisis . In the quarter of the nineteenth century, 

France was known as a trendsetter . At that time, Paris 

attracted writers, poet artists and thinkers from all parts 

of the world . The main reason for the creation of such 

a fertile literary environment was the creative possibil-

ities provided by the Third Republic yi azadsensu-

rate[9.21] . At this time, new lines of artistic art appear 

in France . from there it spread all over the world . In 

the last quarter of the XIX century, a new artistic Im-

pressionism was created, which was considered a bright 

expression of the stylistic diversity of French art . The 

Impressionists were able to express themselves in a 

broader sense in the field of painting . The leader of the 

field of Impressionist painters was considered Kold 

Mone . His painting “ the image of the rising sun " 

brought the artist worldwide fame . Mone repeatedly 

painted a painting of the same object in the same space 

at different times of the day .This is how the paint-

ings"Ronen's Hacks "and" Rouen Cathedral " were 

painted . at that time, Pisaro and Alfred Sisley, an Eng-

lish-born artist, became world famous for their paint-

ings in the landscape genre . bi other isdedad artist Au-

guste Renoir he painted mostly female portirets . In the 

persanages painted by Auguste Renoir, they have an ir-

resistible charm, although they do not have a pisycho-

logical depth . Edgar dags mostly filmed scenes of var-

ious genres . He studied at the Academy of Arts . Edgar 

did not become a complete impressionist if he did not 

adhere to the traditional school of painting . He painted 

mostly paintings of various arts of city life . Unlike 

other impressionists, Edgar never painted in the land-

scape genre .The outstanding sculptor Auguste Rodin 

can be considered belonging to the spirit of Impression-

ism like other impressionists, he strove to reflect in 

stone the fleeting facial expressions or postures of peo-

ple. From 1880 until the end of his life, he worked on 

the composition “gates of Hell”, inspired by Dante's Di-

vine Comedy[14,290] . Auguste Rodin by that time no 

one was able to ghersanaj managed to express his ten-

sion of thought in stone . However, the Impressionism 

as an artistic fine could not continue its impact on the 

face . The Impressionists, who fought against academic 

routines and innovators in art, were replaced by a group 

of artists united under the name “Post-Impressionists”. 

They did not have a common program. But each of 

them were brilliant artists who left a different mark on 

artistic art . The rapid development of industry in the 

early twentieth century was based on the active policy 

of the state . The flow of investments in all sectors of 

production testified to the financial health of the coun-

try, which did not experience a shortage of capital . At 

that time, Paris was considered the second most im-

portant (after London) financial market in the world . 

The most important issue facing the government was 

the elimination of the agrarian crisis . The development 

of the industry could be further stimulated if the Agra 

crisis disappeared . During the crisis years in France, 

the capacity of the domestic consumer market has no-

ticeably increased due to the increase in real wages. At 

the beginning of the twentieth century, the French were 

quite educated as a people as a whole . The main reason 

for such literacy of the people was that the Third Re-

public sought to develop primary, secondary and higher 

education such measures quickly began to bear fruit . 

The high level of education provided the French indus-

try with highly qualified engineers and experienced 

professional workers . The owners of the establishment 

were intellectual people . The presence of high profes-

sionalism of Engineers in the French Industry Aviation 

electric power generation of the national industry has 

become the first in the world in areas requiring high 

professionalism, such as mechanical engineering . At 

the beginning of the twentieth century, the United 

States was the first in the world to export cars, lagging 

behind in car production[14.294] . However, compared 

to other countries, mainly Germany and the United 

States, the industry of France at the end of the XI cen-

tury and the beginning of the XX centuries. it was char-

acterized by a weaker concentration of production, cap-

ital and labor. In 1906, there were 189 enterprises in 

France with more than a thousand employees. About a 

third of all workers in the country worked in enterprises 

with less than 10 employees. Poor concentration of pro-

duction became an obstacle to the introduction of more 

rational methods of Labor Organization . The Buddha 

negatively affected the cost of the goods produced and, 

as a result, the selling price of the goods . For this rea-

son, in world markets, French industrial products did 

not know APRA to compete with industrial products of 

other foreign countries . The bulk of French exports still 

traditionally accounted for food . In terms of dynamic 
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development, France was not inferior to other industrial 

countries at the beginning of the twentieth century, but 

at the end of the XIX there was a slowdown in the rapid 

pace of development that it had . When the French in-

dustry stagnated, the United States and Germany fol-

lowed the path of rapid development in the industrial 

sphere, leaving France behind . [16.23] if France's share 

in World Trade in 1876 was 16%, then during the first 

World War it fell by 12%.In December 1894, a military 

tribunal convicted General Staff Captain Alfred Drey-

fus of espionage and sentenced him to life imprison-

ment. However, later it turned out that the accusation 

was false . Dreyfus ' relatives brought the case to the 

court of Appeal in 1897 . However, in the military 

court, the case was not reconsidered, indicating that the 

material presented was insufficient . Dreyfus, a Jew by 

birth, was the son of an Alsatian industrial owner . Be-

cause of his nationality, the military court judges did 

not take the charge off Dreyfus . They saw Dreyfus as 

a Jew, A son of an industrialist, who did not deserve to 

belong to the elite of the officer corps, made up of sim-

ilar aristocrats and monarchists . The actions of the mil-

itary authorities were perceived by the democratic pub-

lic of France as a gross violation of the elementary 

rights and freedoms of a citizen. As soon as Dreyfus ' 

work became public, he created rapid ajyataj in society 

. Dreyfus ' work has already acquired a political char-

acter, having lost the character of hiqi . In defense of 

the”honor of the army " and against the revision of the 

case, the majority of conservatives, ecclesiastical cir-

cles, as well as part of the progressives spoke out, in-

cluding Melin, Dupuy and the president of the Republic 

Felix. However, the main supporters of the revision of 

the Dreyfus case were the nationalists .They called 

themselves “ anti-Dreyfusers." After the defeat of bu-

langism, nationalists united around xenophobic and 

anti-Semitic slogans . In 1898, several nationalist or-

ganizations were formed . These organizations were 

mainly under Deruled's leadership, the restored League 

of Fatherland Parves, the French homeland League, in 

which intellectuals gathered . Such organizations as the 

anti-Semitic League , French action (“Action Fran-

caise”) can be cited . all these organizations had hun-

dreds of thousands of supporters and members of all 

these organizations were putting pressure on the gov-

ernment to prevent the Dreyfus case from being recon-

sidered . Reconsideration of Dreyfus ' case the Tartars 

United as Dreyfusists against the nationalists . Their 

main motto was the protection of the democratic rights 

and freedoms provided by the Republic .Under this slo-

gan, representatives of various political forces, social 

movements, confessions United . They were radical 

soialists ,francomasons ,protesttants ,antimilitarians , 

anticlericals, led by jores .In early 1898, they created 

the Human Rights League, which played an important 

role in the history of the human rights movement. See-

ing that the nationalist movement was becoming in-

creasingly dangerous for statehood, most of the pro-

gressives sided with the Dreyfustists[14,289] . In 1899, 

prezdent Emile Loubet appointed progressive Ren H. 

G. Valdek Rousseau to lead the government . Repre-

sentatives of all political parties were involved in the 

Cabinet of the new government . Socialist Alexander 

Milleran was appointed Minister of trade and Industry 

. The government began to take decisive action against 

the nationalist . The leaders of the nationalists were ar-

rested and brought to trial . . In the summer of 1899, the 

military tribunal again convicted Captain Dreyfus dur-

ing a new hearing. . It was only in 1906 that Dreyfus 

was fully rehabilitated, while the Dreyfus affair became 

a catalyst for major changes in political life. First of all, 

the political crisis caused by him destroyed many years 

of efforts of conservative and liberal politicians, start-

ing with Tyer, to create a stable political “center”. At 

the turn of the century, almost the entire adult popula-

tion of France was divided into two Druze, supporters 

of dreyfus and opponents of dreyfus . The confrontation 

between the left and right social organizations escalated 

. The slogan of the restoration of the monarchy among 

the right had already begun to lose its relevance . Dur-

ing the Third Republic of the left, the people's sensitiv-

ity to the idea of the protection of the Republic began 

to decline . At the beginning of the century, a system of 

organizing organized political parties was introduced in 

France .They combined the methods of parliamentary 

activity with extra-parliamentary activities. during the 

elections, they formed a network of local committees 

that communicated with voters and controlled their par-

liamentary factions .. These changes came into force in 

1901, on July 1, by the law on unions adopted at the 

suggestion of the valdeck-Rousseau cabinet . The adop-

tion of this law guaranteed wide freedom of action to 

various associations of citizens, including political 

ones.The new law provided for a declarative procedure 

for the registration of political associations. On the eve 

of the 1902 parliamentary elections, several parties, 

mainly representing the left, began to exist legally al-

most simultaneously.Organizationmatya socialists be-

gan earlier than other parties .In 1901, two new socialist 

parties were formed . In 1901, the Republican Party of 

radical socialists was formed. This name reflected the 

desire of the organizers of the new party to unite all left-

wing forces adhering to the ideal of a Democratic Re-

public . The desire of the radicals to cover the entire 

Republican part of the political spectrum alarmed the 

“moderate Republicans” who joined the Dreyfusard 

camp. At the end of 1901, they formed a Democratic 

Alliance, which included Louis Bartou, Raymond 

Poiankare, Joseph Kayliau, Alexander Ribot and oth-

ers.The alliance strengthened its right flank, becoming 

one of the main parties in the ruling Republican major-

ity. In 1902, the elections to the Chamber of Deputies 

were won by the left, who achieved the election of 350 

deputies, of which 210 were radical and radical social-

ists, 95 were left-wing Republicans (members of the 

Democratic Alliance), and 45 were socialist reformers. 

The right-wing received 230 deputy mandates, of 

which 115 belonged to right-wing Republicans, 60 to 

nationalists, and 55 to conservatives. After the 1902 

elections, the left-wing parties organized a “delegation 

of the left”, a kind of coordination center in Parliament. 

The coalition formed in this way was called the” Left 

Bloc". The formation of the Cabinet of ministers was 

entrusted to Emile comb.The government considered 

the fight against clericalism to be its main task. During 
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the rule of the progressives, many unregistered reli-

gious communities had emerged that supported nation-

alist agitation [14,297]. The new parliamentary major-

ity rejected requests for registration of these communi-

ties, resulting in the dissolution of hundreds of 

congregations. In 1904, the Chamber of Deputies ap-

proved a bill banning the activities of thousands of pre-

viously registered communities . Combin anticlerical 

policy led to a sharp deterioration in relations between 

France and the Vatican. The Vatican sent a series of 

notes of protest against the actions of the French gov-

ernment in 1904, when Kombe announced the sever-

ance of diplomatic relations with the Vatican. After the 

resignation of Kombin, a special parliamentary com-

mission headed by Briand prepared a bill on the sepa-

ration of church and state, adopted in December 1905. 

According to this law, the Republic guaranteed free-

dom of conscience and free activity of all religious be-

liefs.At the beginning of the twentieth century, the guru 

was hierarchically divided into “the upper(aristocracy, 

bourgeoisie) and the lower “. the way of life of the” up-

per “differed from the way of life of the” lower". But 

gradually the upper class (aristocracy, bourgeoisie) lost 

its monopoly on power , education and culture[14,297]. 

The leading position in public life began to be occupied 

by the nascent middle class .This stratum included ba-

sically all those who lived by their own labor, on the 

income of their mental labor, which required special 

knowledge and a wide culture. These were not only 

lawyers, doctors, writers of free professions, but also 

technical intellectuals engineers (on the eve of the war 

in France there were about 25 thousand engineers), 

teachers (only in elementary school 125 thousand peo-

ple), management workers of enterprises belonged. To-

gether with the” new middle class", for the first time in 

history, the lower classes were also able to enjoy the 

fruits of development and progress. 
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Abstract 

After the collapse of the Goyturk Empire, two independent states were formed in the territories of Eastern 

Europe and the North Caucasus. These states were the states of the Great Bulgars and the Khazars. Both states, 

competing with each other from the first period of their existence, weakened. As a result, the Great Bulgarian State 

was divided. The Khazars eventually became stronger and subjugated the surrounding regions. The Bulgarians, 

moving in different directions, created two independent states in different periods. The Bulgarians settled in the 

Volga-Kama region and accepted the political power of the Khazars. The Khazars became more powerful, 

expanding their traditions of statehood, the Khazars participated as intermediaries in trade between Europe and 

Asia. Like all nomadic federations of that time, the state of the Khazars weakened and disintegrated. After the 

Khazars gained independence, the Bulgarians further developed their society and existed for several centuries. 
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In the initial historical period of its existence in the 

Caspian kaganate, it had all the features of the kharterik 

for the nomadic Turkic societies that existed in the Eur-

asian steppes before . Khazar tribes came to the terri-

tory of Eastern Europe during the Great Migration of 

peoples (IV-VII centuries). The Khazars were subordi-

nate to the Turkic kaganate for some time.In the Byz-

antine-Sassanid wars of 602-628, the Khazars took part 

as the main ally of the Byzantine Empire. During the 

wars, the Khazars received large military booty . In ad-

dition, in exchange for their alliance, the Byzantine 

State paid them a huge amount of money [15.43]. Аfter 

the Khazars plundered Caucasian Albania (in 627), to-

gether with the Byzantines, they captured the city of 

Tiflis .Soon the Turkic kaganate completely collapsed, 

and two nomadic Confederate Empires arose on its 

western lands .One of these states was the great Bulgar 

state, which arose in the north eastern Black Sea region 

. Kubrat Khan founded the Bulgar state in 632 . The 

second state that arose was the Khazar state, which 

arose in the steppes surrounding the Caspian .After the 

death of Kubrat Khan, the great Bulgar state created by 

him was divided into five parts between his boys . In 

the first wars with the Khazars, the Bulgars had to mi-

grate from their territories, as they were defeated .[3.12] 

one of these Bulgar groups, under the leadership of As-

parukh Khan, settled in the lower reaches of the Danube 

and established a new state here . Other groups retreat 

to the steppes around the Don River . Another group 

went to Italy and settled in the province of Campania . 

the fourth group of Bulgars moved to the lands of the 

avar kaganate and settled in central Europe . The re-

maining Bulgar tribes accepted the rule of the Khazars 

and remained in their inhabited territories .From the 

middle of the VII century, the Khazars controlled the 

steppes to the west of the Volga and began to bear the 

title of Khagan, the Lord of the Khazar state .After the 

Khazars consolidated their power, a period of re-stabi-

lization comes to the steppes of Eastern Europe. They 

stop the influx of new nomadic groups from Asia into 

Europe, and they themselves create stable relations 

with their sedentary neighbors . The Khazars traded 

mainly with Byzantine possessions located in the Cri-

mea and Dagestan territoryin which they were seden-

tary andwas engaged in viticulture[19] . With all this, 

the basis of the economy of the Khazars was nomadic 

cattle breeding . It was considered one of the income-

generating areas in plundering campaigns, which was 

considered a source of income for nomadic tribes . Con-

tinuing the alliance with Byzantium, the Khazars 

helped Byzantium in stopping the Arabs in Asia Minor. 

They played an important role in the fact that in 716-

718 the siege of Constantinople by the troops of the ca-

liphate ended in failure . The Khazars once again at-

tacked Caucasian Albania and surrounded part of the 

Arab Army and plundered the area again.In 730-731. 

The Khazars advanced deep into the Lands of the Cali-

phate . they routed the 25-thousandth Arab Army on the 

territory of Chimali Mosul [ 12].131]. After Marwan, 

an experienced commander, stopped the Khazar offen-

sive, he launched a counteroffensive against them . He 

entered the territory of the Caspian Sea with an army of 

120 thousand people . The city of Samandar, which is 

believed to be on the territory of Northern Dagestan, 

was captured . Samandar was located on the coast of 

the Caspian Sea . Marwan, the commander who cap-

tured Samandar, pursued the Khagan and advanced to-

wards the steppes surrounding the Khazar Khazars de-

feated in ardar, began peace negotiations peace was 

concluded in return for Khagn's acceptance of the terms 

of the Arab commander . One condition of peace was 

that the Khagan converted to islam, while the Khagan 

converted to Islam . The Arab threat to the Khazars has 

passed .Marwan returned to the South . In later times, 

the Caliphate no longer claimed the North Caucasus . 

The actual transition of the Kagan to Islam did not take 

place, but the consequences of the Arab invasion turned 

out to be extremely significant for the Khazars[5].The 

Khazars themselves retreated from the North Caucasus 

along the Volga Don to the North East .They built the 
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city of Itil with their new capital in the Volga Delta . 

The former capital city of Samandar remained on the 

southern border . In subsequent periods, there is also a 

gradual change in the socio-economic orientation of the 

population of the kaganate. In the northern Black Sea 

steppes and the Volga-Don River, in its southern part 

(in Crimea, in Taman), farming based on nomadic cat-

tle breeding is of great importance in yen . Part of the 

Khazars are moving to sedentary agricultural life in 

Northern Dagestan and in the north on the Middle 

Volga and in the Kama region[19.121] . By controlling 

the mouth of the Caspian Sea from the forest zone of 

the Volga, the Khazars take control of the northern and 

Southern trade artery. The importance of the Volga is 

growing sharply due to the unprecedented expansion of 

the Arab Caliphate, which has created a vast trading 

space and market for Northern furs, honey, wax and 

linen from the Caucasus and Central Asia to the Indian 

Ocean . The Caspian state, whose Volga trade has in-

creasingly turned from a typical nomadic steppe Con-

federation into an early state, serves as a kind of bridge 

connecting isolated communities of the northern re-

gions and peoples with a developed culture . The Arabs 

' attempt to convert the Khazars to Islam was also quite 

significant. Like most nomads of the Central Asian 

steppes of the 1st millennium AD (regardless of"eth-

nic" or linguistic affiliation) . In the Khazars, they be-

lieved in the religion of Tengrism . They believed in the 

Supreme God, The Eternal Sky (Tengri), the Sacred 

Earth-Water and no less significant gods, personifying 

the forces of nature. Tengrianism was the common 

value of nomadic peoples . Tengirism was considered 

the main factor uniting the nomadic Turkic peoples . 

However, Tengirism did not represent such a rigid and 

complex cultural system as monotheistic religions. 

With the complication and development of society, sin-

gle God-based religions seemed increasingly attractive 

among the nomadic population . The transition to new 

religions resulted in a further strengthening of society 

and the power of the ruler . The Arab crushing of the 

Khagan's army on the territory of the Khazars resulted 

in the transformation of religion from a cultural and ide-

ological issue into a key political factor . In 737 vol-

umes, very few of the Khazars professed islam . In 740, 

The Great Khazar commander, belonging to the ruling 

elite, Bulan, along with members of his subordinate 

tribe, converted to the Jewish religion . Judaism was 

adopted by the ruling class of the Khazars . the Buddha, 

in turn, was one of the main reasons for the disintegra-

tion of the Khazar society in subsequent periods . The 

transitional nature of the Khazar kaganate was mani-

fested in the fact that the emergence of a new religion 

and worldview did not lead to the change and destruc-

tion of the old, but, on the contrary, reconciled with it. 

Thus, having moved the capital to ITIL, the Khazars 

did not leave Samendar, but simply changed its status. 

The development of trade and Agriculture did not result 

in a complete abandonment of nomadic cattle breeding 

[17 .61] . The conversion of Bulan and some ruling 

classes to Judaism did not mean radical religious re-

form. All confessions lived together in the Khazar ka-

ganate.The territory of Crimea was inhabited mainly by 

people of Christian and previous religions . Khiristian-

ism spread throughout Dagestan . Islam mainly in-

cluded members of the army . And the Kagan himself 

remained the embodiment of the divine power of tengiri 

. n the southern regions, there were fertile conditions 

for the development of nomadic cattle breeding . In the 

Bulgar steppes, herds of horse herons and al Gara 

grazed, which would provide the population .It was 

strongly developed in agriculture . Here mainly: wheat, 

barley, millet, lentils and beans were grown . In addi-

tion to the grain trade carried out with the Bulgars, in 

The Chronicles of the pre-Mongol invasion, requests 

for grain from neighboring states during the years of 

famine and drought are mentioned . the Buddha, in turn, 

testifies to the high development of grain growing. The 

provision of the necessary food products in the country 

resulted in the number of the population . the Buddha 

led to the emergence and development of State inistuts 

. The transition of the people to a sedentary life the re-

ceipt of taxes from the entire population, and not from 

subordinate tribes, was an indicator that the state was 

developing and moving to a new stage of development 

. The gradual spread of Islam among the population 

(which had to take decades) created a common social 

space, where differences (languages, lines of kinship) 

were equalized, which was an urgent problem between 

tribes. . With the proclamation of Islam as the official 

state religion in the Volga Bulgar state, the subsequent 

suvar and Khazar typhalr with ethnic Bulgars were 

united by other Finno-Ugric Peoples, which accelerated 

the formation of a single Bulgar people .In 737, the 

Khazars converted to Islam [8]. After the defeat of the 

kaganate by the troops of the Arab Caliphate (as prom-

ised to the victors), there would be nothing new and un-

usual in this. Many peoples conquered by the Arabs or 

under their influence converted to Islam. The issue of 

interest is that after 740, the Khazar tribal nobility 

adopted Judaism, another monotheistic religion, on 

their own initiative, which in Judaism there was no tra-

dition of preaching their religion among members of 

other religions ( prozeltizim) .Almost a century and a 

half later, history repeats itself again in the field of re-

ligious references on the northern periphery of the 

Khazar kaganate .In 922, the Volga Bulgars established 

contacts with the distant Baghdad caliphate on the basis 

of their aspirations and adopted Islam as the official re-

ligion. [8.56] it is known that some Muslim population 

of the Khazar kaganate lived, Muslims could also be on 

the territory of the Bulgars , but the question of whether 

the initiative to accept Islam as a religion came from 

the Bulgars themselves, and not from outside propagan-

dists, is important . The adoption of monotheistic reli-

gions in the Khazar kaganate and the Bulgar state de-

veloped on the basis of the same trend . Such a way of 

choosing between the new religions was applied in the 

Russian state, which was its neighbors, so Prince Vla-

dimi of Kiev chose between the monotheistic religions, 

while Bulgars recommended Islam to him Khazars Ju-

daism and Byzantium recommended khiristianism . 

The Russians adopted khiristian provocation . Simi-

larly, before the adoption of Judaism by the Khazars , a 

discussion between representatives of the three mono-

theistic confessions was held, in which Muslims 
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claimed the superiority of Islam over Christianity, and 

Christians-the opposite, but the acceptance of Judaism 

as the “most correct” religion after them by both mem-

bers of the confesians resulted in the Khazars ' focus on 

Judaism .During the period of the fires dependent on 

the Khazar khagnlg and later, the country of the Volga 

Bulls was in a geographical position favorable for 

trade. It was in Bua that the Middle Ages crossed the 

most important roads of Eastern Europe and Asia, 

stretching from North to South and from West to East 

thanks to the Volga and Kama rivers .the location in 

such a favorable area helped not only intermediary 

trade, but also the development of Bulgarian crafts, 

which turned the product into a commodity.[13.11] The 

development of craft production in the Caspian and bul-

gar cities required the organized placement of industrial 

complexes so as not to disturb the safety and comfort 

of life of residents. First of all, this applies to crafts as-

sociated with the use of fire (metallurgy, blacksmith-

ing, ceramic production). Artisan workshops were 

mainly built on the outskirts of the city .. In some cases, 

a sanitary zone was introduced around these facilities. 

For the storage of waste from workshops , special pits 

were dug, in addition, the leveling of streets (filling 

pits, ravines, etc.) was made from these materials.) 

could have been used for. The interests of organizing 

crafts and minimizing its impact on the urban environ-

ment also led to the transformation of shops-workshops 

into large closed markets, where trade was carried out 

in parallel with production .The archaeological report 

of the Khazar Khaganate shows that the main reason for 

the collapse of the country's economy was caused by 

sharp climatic changes . At the beginning of the X cen-

tury. In the north of Eastern Europe, heavy rains fell for 

quite a long time, which ultimately led to a rise in the 

water level of the Caspian Sea. As a result of this natu-

ral disaster, the fields, pastures and fishing farms of the 

Khazars were flooded. As a result of a natural disaster, 

the economy of the Khanate collapsed. The khazarsthey 

lost two-thirds of the territory of their fertile territory 

and, as a result, all their wealth [17.113]. After that, the 

Khazars lived at the expense of taking full control of 

the Caspian trade route .But this does not mean that the 

Khazar kaganate was in complete decline . During the 

reign of the Khazar Khagan Yusuf (X 40 - 60s), the 

state of the Khazars, surrounded on all sides by numer-

ous hostile tribes and states, could still defend itself, alt-

hough it had lost its former greatness ..Unlike the 

Khazars, the Volga Bulgars were in a better position 

economically . Bulgar at the beginning of the X century 

. the basis of its economy was agriculture, craft produc-

tion and diversified trade, which was quite developed 

for its time. The Arab geographer and traveler Ibn-

Ruste wrote that “the Bulgarians are a farming people 

and cultivate all kinds of cereals ( wheat, barley, millet, 

etc.).) .In addition to agriculture, livestock was of great 

importance in the economy of the Bulgars, which acted 

as a source of raw materials for crafts, primarily leather 

and bone carving. Bulgarian boots, nicknamed "Bul-

gari", were very popular in the East [8 .12]. 

Unlike the Caspian, the inhabitants of the Volga 

Bulgar were skillful senettkars, and its products were 

also an important export product. The products of Bul-

garian masters, especially jewelry, were used among 

the peoples of the North and Perm Territory as an ex-

change equivalent of Sable, Marten, Beaver and ermine 

fur, which was expensive in the East. The growth of 

trade with Eastern countries led to the formation of 

Eastern technologies of the Bulgars , and after them-

scientists who contributed to the development of local 

culture . The obstacles imposed by the Khazar Khaga-

nate to the development of the Bulgar economy dis-

pleased local nobles and merchants . The coming tsirs, 

who were forced to pay heavy taxes to the Khazars, 

were interested in strengthening the Bulgar state . But 

this could guarantee the safety of their trade, trade 

routes and the “development of commodity-money re-

lations.” Bulgar Elvati Almas paid a tenth of his income 

as a tax to the Khazars . Elteber's desire to marry the 

daughter of the Kagan failed .From the middle of the X 

century, the Khazar state was going through a political 

crisis Kiev kinyazi Sveteslav attacked the Khazar state 

in 965, having tied up with nomadic tribes opposed to 

the Khazars, and the capital city was captured . Khagan 

was forced to ask for help from the Kharazim or-

der[19.44] . After that, the Khazars were completely 

saved from destruction . Against the background of 

these events, all Khazars, except for the Khagan family 

and a small ruling class, professed islam .The collapse 

of the Khazar state resulted in the Bulgars gaining full 

independence . Having become independent, the Bul-

gars occupied the lands belonging to the Khazar Kaga-

nate around them and expanded their territories . In 

later periods, most Khazar tribes moved to the territory 

of the Bulgar state and settled there . new arrivals began 

to engage in agricultural farming with blight [19.44]. 

They gradually mixed with the Bulgars, going into a 

sedentary life . Until the Mongol invasion, the Bulgars 

and the Russians fought for hegemony in Eastern Eu-

rope . they were different periods, even if one side pre-

vailed over the other . None of the parties was able to 

fully win . As a result of this rivalry and lack of trust in 

each other, the Mongols easily defeated the Russians 

and Bulgars . 
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Abstract 

The article states that the existing version of the special theory of relativity (STR) is incorrect, since relativ-

istic formulas obtained therein are incorrect; they have been incorrectly explained by using the incorrect principle 

of speed of light non-exceedance and entailed wrong conclusions about physical unreality of imaginary numbers 

and existence of only our visible universe. It mentions experimental evidence of the foregoing, obtained by the 

author within study of transient and resonant processes in linear electric circuits. It is shown that the existing 

version of the STR implies conclusions on nonexistence of tsunami and bell ringing, piano music and swinging 

children’s swings, as well as many other real processes. It is also shown that the existing version of the STR denies 

even the possibility of existence of radio- and electrical engineering. Therefore, it is concluded that existing uni-

versity physics textbooks should be corrected. 

 

Keywords: Special theory of relativity, physical reality of imaginary numbers, theory of linear electrical 

circuits, radio engineering, electrical engineering. 

 

1. Introduction 

The special theory of relativity is now presented 

for study in all university physics textbooks and its cre-

ation by Joseph Larmor [1], Nobel Prize winner Hen-

drik Anton Lorenz [2], Jules Henri Poincaré [3], Nobel 

Prize winner Albert Einstein [4] and other prominent 

scientists is rightfully considered the greatest achieve-

ment of physics of the 20th century. However, its crea-

tion stopped halfway due to the lack of necessary ex-

perimental knowledge at that time and the inability of 

its authors to correctly explain the relativistic formulas 

obtained in STR. They did not know how to explain that 

according to these formulas all the results of calcula-

tions at superluminal velocities turned out to be imagi-

nary numbers discovered by Scipione del Ferro, Nic-

colò Fontana Tartaglia, Gerolamo Cardano, Lodovico 

Ferrari and Rafael Bombelli [5] 400 years ago. It is also 

possible that Paolo Valmes [6] was even first to make 

the scientific discovery, for which he was burned by the 

sentence of Spanish inquisitor Thomas de Torquemada. 

But it was necessary to explain these formulas, because 

a theory that even its authors could not explain would 

be of no use to anyone. Therefore, a postulate called the 

principle of light speed non-exceedance was introduced 

into the STR. The postulate implied that a situation at 

superluminal velocities might be unexplained, as peo-

ple would never face it. Consequently, a belief that im-

aginary numbers were physically unreal turned out to 

be possible. Thus, relativistic formulas appeared to be 

explainable.  

                                                           
1 This is reprint of the article “Antonov A. A. “Why the physics textbooks tech am incorrect version of  the special theory of 

relativity which denies the existence of radio- and electrical engineering”. Challenges and problems of modern science. Pro-

ceedings of the III International Scientific and Practical Conference. London, United Kingdom. 2022. pp. 78-86.  https://con-

ference-w.com/ 

It was convenient, but unproven and, as it turned 

out later, incorrect. But in this form, the generally ac-

cepted version of the STR was studied in all university 

physics textbooks. And it is still studied today. 

However, this postulate was refuted by the discov-

ery of Cherenkov radiation [7], for which Pavel Ale-

kseyevich Cherenkov, Igor Evgenyevich Tamm and 

Ilya Mikhailovich Frank received the Nobel Prize in 

1958. And at that time the generally accepted version 

of STR was saved by specification that the principle of 

non-exceeding the speed of light refers to the speed of 

light only in a vacuum. But by numerous experiments 

[8]-[23] performed in the 21st century it was proved 

that such corrected formulation of the principle of non-

exceeding the speed of light is also incorrect. As it 

turned out, this formulation was refuted by the exist-

ence of natural phenomena known from time immemo-

rial - tsunami, bell ringing, music created by pianos and 

even swinging after pushing by parents children 

swings, which the authors of STR at its creation did not 

take into account. This formulation was also refuted by 

the existence of radio- and electrical engineering. 

As a result by all these experiments and the men-

tioned natural phenomena a very important general sci-

entific principle of physical reality of imaginary (and 

consequently also complex and hyper-complex) num-

bers by which the really existing huge and still com-

pletely unknown to the modern science world is de-

scribed was proved. And the use of the principle of 

physical reality of imaginary numbers as applied to the 

universally accepted version of STR allowed us to con-

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7704392
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clude that the relativistic formulas obtained in this ver-

sion are wrong in general, because at hyperluminal 

speeds they correspond to an unstable, i.e. instantly 

self-destructive, physical world. 

What is the most surprising is that, despite all the 

aforementioned sensational experimental refutations2 

[24]-[44], the incorrect version of the STR has still been 

groundlessly believed to be correct and studied in all 

university physics textbooks, as well as naturally used 

by physicists in their fruitless scientific research - for 

example, in attempts to understand what is dark matter 

and dark energy while performing research at the Large 

Hadron Collider. It is completely unclear why a single 

disproving experiment is enough to refute other hy-

potheses and theories in physics and other sciences, 

whereas the existing version of the STR turned out to 

be irrefutable despite all the experimental and theoreti-

cal proofs of its falsity. Moreover, in the USSR even 

three times in 1934, in 1942 and in 1964 by the deci-

sions of the Central Committee of the All-Union Com-

munist Party (Bolsheviks) and the Presidium of the 

Academy of Sciences of the USSR, which have not yet 

been canceled, it was generally forbidden to criticize 

this theory. That’s why the question raised in the article 

title is very important and ways and rates of further sci-

ence development would depend on answer thereto.  

Further, we will try to answer this question. 

2. From STR it follows that radio engineer-

ing and electrical engineering should not exist in 

nature 

And we will make this attempt on the example of 

one more refutation of the generally accepted version 

of STR. On the assertion that STR on the one hand and 

radio engineering (and electrical engineering too) on 

the other hand mutually refute each other [45]-[54]. But 

since there can be no doubt about the existence of radio 

engineering and electrical engineering, it is obvious 

that then the existing interpretation of SRT is incorrect.  

But do the STR and radio engineering actually re-

fute each other? Let's check it out. Let's look at the ar-

guments of SRT. It follows from the fundamental prin-

ciple of the STR on light speed non-exceedance that 

imaginary numbers3 have no real physical content. In 

other words, objects and phenomena described using 

imaginary numbers do not exist. This expressly follows 

from the version of the STR set forth in all university 

physics textbooks. And neither authors of the textbooks 

nor anyone else can still explain what, for example, 5i 

meters, 200i grams or 300i meters, where 1i  is, 

whereas everyone knows what 5 meters, 200 grams or 

300 meters is. That’s why the principle of light speed 

non-exceedance used in the STR has caused no objec-

tions.  

However back in 1893 Charles Proteus Steinmetz 

(original name Karl August Rudolf Steinmetz) offered, 

                                                           
2 Which, in contrast to the widely publicized unsuccessful 

OPERA experiment, were quite reliable and, having been 

done before the OPERA experiment, made it unnecessary 
3 Naturally, it makes sense to talk about the physical reality 

of imaginary numbers, as well as real numbers, only in rela-

tion to named numbers, equipped with indications of the 

units used for the corresponding parameters of physical ob-

jects and processes. 

as applied to linear AC circuits, his interpretation4 of 

Ohm’s law, discovered by Ohm in 1826 as applied to 

DC circuits. According to his theory, called a linear cir-

cuit symbolic analysis method, not only resistors, but 

also capacitors and inductors have resistance referred 

to in Ohm’s law. Herewith, resistance of resistors R  is 

measured by real numbers, and resistance of capacitors 

C  and inductors L  is measured by imaginary numbers 

Lj  and Cj  , where 1j  is the so-called im-

aginary unit5, and   is the frequency of applied volt-

age. But in accordance with the principle of light speed 

non-exceedance their resistances do not actually exist, 

just as on the same basis in accordance with the STR 

there are no relativistic mass, time and length at super-

luminal velocities. They are even called imaginary re-

sistances in the theory of electric circuits.  

Consequently, real electrical resistance of any 

LCR - circuit must always be determined only by re-

sistors R  included in this circuit and be measured by 

real numbers. Therefore, the current flowing through 

such an electrical circuit should not depend on the value 

of the frequency of the applied voltage.This means that 

there could be no resonance in such electric circuits, 

and electrical filters could not be created. For this rea-

son, existence of radio engineering and electrical engi-

neering is also completely impossible. 

3. However, it follows from the existence of 

radio engineering and electrical engineering that 

the version of SRT studied in all physics textbooks 

is incorrect 

Now, let us come to think of it. 

There is no doubt that nature is one and the laws 

of nature are also one. Always and everywhere. Be it 

on Earth, or in the depth of space, or in the microcosm, 

or in animate or in inanimate nature. However, people, 

due to their limited intellectual capacity, are able to ab-

sorb only a very small part of this knowledge. Norbert 

Wiener wrote in this regard: “Important researches 

sometimes delayed by the unavailability in one field of 

results that may have already become classical in the 

next field” 

That was what happened in physics in the 20th 

century. 

Physical reality of imaginary numbers unknown in 

physics to this day had been known in radio engineer-

ing even before the STR was created. Moreover, there 

are other sciences that use imaginary numbers besides 

physics. Unlike physics that has still had no idea of 

physical interpretation of relativistic formulas of the 

STR at superluminal velocities (therefore, the principle 

of light speed non-exceedance proved to be in demand 

in the STR), radio engineering textbooks perfectly ex-

plain the use of imaginary numbers.  

4 On which he made a presentation at the International Elec-

trical Congress and, in addition, in the proceedings of the 

American Institute of Electrical Engineers published an arti-

cle "Complex quantities and their use in electrical engineer-

ing." 
5 In the theory of electric circuits the imaginary unit is com-

monly denoted by the letter j, whereas the letter i denotes 

electric current. 
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In 1826, when there had been no electrical meas-

uring equipment, Georg Simon Ohm discovered a law 

applicable to DC circuits. The law was named after him 

[55], [56]. And in 1893 Charles Proteus Steinmetz pro-

posed his interpretation of Ohm’s law in respect to lin-

ear AC circuits [57],  

Now millions of engineers all over the world use 

it daily in their practice. According to the symbolic 

electric circuit analysis method proposed by him, re-

sistance of any LCR-circuit would be measured by 

complex numbers whose values depend on frequency 

of voltage applied to an electric circuit.  

This makes it possible to carry out a very simple 

and comprehensible experiment that answers the ques-

tion whether imaginary numbers are physically real. 

And all we need for this is to change the frequency ap-

plied to a considered LCR-circuit and once again meas-

ure the value of current flowing in it. If the value of 

current does not change, resistances of capacitors and 

inductors included in the circuit are actually imaginary 

by its physical nature. And if the value of current 

changes, then these resistances are imaginary only in 

name and since they are measurable, they are actually 

existent. After all, most of what we know about the 

world around us, we have learned in physics, biology, 

chemistry and all other sciences particularly with the 

help of measuring devices. And if we learnt about the 

world around us directly with the help of our senses and 

trusted only them, there would be no science. 

 
Fig. 1. In any radio engineering laboratory there are devices (one of them is shown in the figure), called 

frequency response meters, which by their very existence prove the physical reality of imaginary numbers. Thus 

they prove the incorrectness of the existing version of SRT, and the OPERA and ICARUS experiments at the 

Large Hadron Collider made it unnecessary 

 

All engineers who have ever held a soldering iron 

in their hands know that resistance of LCR-circuits al-

ways depends on frequency of voltage applied to them. 

This dependence is called the frequency response. For 

many decades, the industry has even mass-produced 

devices for measuring frequency responses (see fig.1). 

Thus, radio engineering undoubtedly proves phys-

ical reality of imaginary numbers and thereby refutes 

the principle of light speed non-exceedance, and, con-

sequently, the version of the STR presented in all uni-

versity textbooks of physics. 

4. Why did the existing version of STR turn 

out to be irrefutable? 

Despite all the refutations mentioned above, the 

version of the STR set forth in modern textbooks con-

tinues to dominate in physics and is studied even in the 

most prestigious universities. And involuntarily the 

question “why?” arises. Why is it that in other sciences 

one experiment that refutes them is enough for the cor-

responding hypothesis or theory to cease to exist? .And 

in physics, SRT, in spite of everything, turned out to be 

irrefutable. Why did the existing version of STR turn 

out to be irrefutable? 

The answer to this question is obvious - because 

this version of SRT is in demand. But this answer raises 

another question - by whom and why is it in demand? 

And the answer to it is also simple - by relativistic phys-

icists and for career reasons. But it's not entirely obvi-

ous. 

Then let us remember. At the beginning of the 

20th century, the STR was met with hostility. Nobody 

understood and accepted it, since scientists had previ-

ously carried out their research based on classical phys-

ics, which even now is much more requested than rela-

tivistic physics. However, the STR overcame general 

scepticism of physics community and began to be stud-

ied in textbooks. Now history repeats itself. For more 

than 100 years of its existence, many studies have been 

done, many theses have been defended, many articles 

and books have been published, and many physicists 

have created their careers on the basis of the STR. 

Many physicists-relativists have headed academic de-

partments and journal editorial offices. Considering 

that there is no antimonopoly law in science, but rather 

competition, physicists have naturally begun to use 

their position to stifle scientific dissent. Sir Karl 

Raimund Popper [58] wrote: “… Struggle of opinions 

in scientific theories is inevitable and is a necessary 

prerequisite for the development of science.” 

Therefore, in order to answer the question posed 

in the title of the article, it is necessary to take into ac-

count the psychological aspect of the problem of com-

petition in science, which is actually a kind of business. 

Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tale "The Emperor's 

New Clothes" perfectly illustrates the paradoxical na-

ture of the solution of this problem in STR. It is clear 

from the tale that the indisputability of the existing ver-

sion of the (essentially incorrect) STR was achieved by 

taking the problem of its existence beyond the bounds 

of common sense. The same way in Andersen's fairy 

tale, in which knavish tailors suggested to the king that 

he make clothes invisible to the unwise courtiers and 
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visible to the wise courtiers, thereby creating a situation 

beyond common sense in which: 

• courtiers, in order for the king to consider 

them smart, began to pretend that they see the king’s 

clothes that do not actually exist; 

• courtiers who would like to tell the truth about 

emperor’s non-existent clothes knew in advance that 

they would be regarded stupid; 

• thus, the situation forced courtiers to tell a lie 

for career reasons, and thereby contribute to the suc-

cessful activities of the swindlers.  

And as shown in the monograph of the Nobel Prize 

winner Sir Roger Penrose "The New Mind of the King" 

[59], which is an allusion to Andersen's fairy tale, quite 

recently in computer science it was similarly argued 

about the inevitability of the emergence of a computer 

civilization [60]-[64], which over time supposed to en-

slave people. This witty reception of Sir Penrose was 

so effective that now no one remembers the possible 

enslavement of people by computers. 

And in the situation considered in the article: 

• the physical community now recognizes as 

“smart” those scientists who understand (and at first no 

one understood and accepted STR) the generally ac-

cepted version of STR and believe it to be uncondition-

ally correct, despite the fact that it is refuted by many 

well-known physical realities;  

• and these “smart” scientists even deliberately 

created – for example, by the OPERA and ICARUS ex-

periments – an incorrect public opinion about the infal-

libility of the existing version of STR presented in uni-

versity physics textbooks, which justified their unsuc-

cessful long-term multi-billion dollar costs for the 

implementation of erroneous scientific concepts; 

• at the same time, scientists who try to criticize 

the generally accepted version of STR, the physical 

community creates a dubious reputation and difficulties 

in creative activity. 

Thus, from the set forth it follows that the univer-

sally accepted version of STR stated in physics text-

books, as it is incorrect, it is quite possible to call on 

terminology H. H. Andersen's "New King's Delusion". 

And in fact this new theory is as non-existent as the 

king's non-existent new dress. But the physical commu-

nity, ignoring the physical realities refuting this version 

of STR, as well as the "clever" courtiers in Andersen's 

fairy tale praises it. And it is even studied in physics 

textbooks. Nevertheless, as Hans Christian Andersen 

argued, "the king is naked" and so the generally ac-

cepted version of the STR in physics textbooks must be 

corrected. 

5. Conlusions 

Therefore it is time to realize that, despite the great 

significance for science of the principle of relativism, 

this principle, due to the lack of the necessary experi-

mental knowledge in the 20th century in the generally 

accepted version of STR, was incorrectly stated using 

the incorrect postulate about non-exceeding the speed 

of light, that replaced this knowledge. And over the past 

century since creation of this obsolete version of the 

STR, physics community has canonized it, instead of 

correcting and developing it further using the alterna-

tive version of the STR created in the 21st century [65]-

[69]. But Albert Einstein himself does not claim that his 

version of STO is infallible. He wrote: "There is no idea 

in which I am confident that it will stand the test of 

time” 

Therefore, the conclusion is logical: modern 

higher physical education is imperfect, because now 

even in the most prestigious universities students are 

still being taught knowledge that has already been re-

futed by modern science. 
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